
11111 Home - Buenos Aires Argentina 
Across international lines 

IPl!!B Buenos Aires - Ushuaia, 
� Tierra del Fuego National park 
First pick up at airport, then heading to Tierra del Fuego NationalPark for sightseeing. Tierra del Fuego National Parl< (includingtickets) you will ooserve the most characteristic species of theFuegian forests in a spectacular area of 63,000 hectares. Then rideon the End of the World Train, we are going to relive history in timeand space. We will travel the same path that many years ago thetravelers traveled. The first point to visit in the park is the End ofRoute 3, in Lapataia Bay, where we find the famous End of the Worldsign, which symbolizes the union of Ushuaia and Alaska. Here youwill have the most iconic photo that everyone wants to have: TheEnd of the World poster, the End of Route 3 and Lake Roca. 
B: Hotel L: Local D: KING CRAB 
Accommodation: ARAKUR USUAIA RESORTS* 

., Tierra del Fuego - EL CALAFATE AR1865 USH FTE
1505 1625 

In the morning, visit the world's southernmost museum (including tickets), the world's southernmost bank--Bank of Tierra del Fuego, the world's southernmost post office, handicraft market, etc. The city of Ushuaia is surrounded by mountains and rivers, with the snow-capped Andes inthe north and the Beagle Channel connecting the two oceans. The various buildings of different tones built along the gentle slope are located between the sparkling Beagle Waterway and the green mountains and white snow. After lunch, transfer to the airport to fly to the Great Glacier national park. The Great Glacier national park pick-up, transfer to hotel. 
B : Hotel L: western D : Patagonian Roast Lamb Ac commodation : XELENA 5* 

� EL CALAFATE Visitr-.:,oren(!Gla�ierNational 
� Park (including tickets) 
The Great Glacier National Park is formed by 47 large and small glaciers, the most famous of which is the Moreno Great Glacier (PERITO MORENO), it' s 257 square kilometers. It is one of the three major glaciers in the worldand one of the few that still growing glaciers. The scenery is spectacular. Standing on the special observation deck, tourists can see how the glacier "pours" down from the top of the snow mountain. The front of the glacier is as straight as a shave, and there are countless cracks on the top. With the sunlight reflected on the glacier, it becomes rainbow. On the observationdeck, you can hear the low rumble of the glacier calving. 
Optional Tour• Glacier walk (MINITREKKING) USD250 /pp 

B : Hotel L: western D : western Accommodation: XELENA 5* 

gJD EL CALAFATE - BUENOS AIRES AR1893 FTE AEP
2120 0015+1 

Take a boat tour to watch UPSALA and ONELLI icebergs (VIP cabin) (time 9:00-16:00) Depart from the hotel at8:00, head to PUERTO BANDERA (including tickets), and take a yacht tour on Lago Argentina (LAGO ARGENTINO). The lake is about 1,600 square kilometers and the deepest point is 250 meters. When the boat goes to the center of the lake, you can see the miracle of nature, the big iceberg EL GLACIAR UPSALA, and then continue sailing to another iceberg, ONELLI. During the voyage, the ship passed countless huge ice cubes that had collapsed. Onlythe tips of these huge ice cubes were exposed to the water, and they were dark blue crystalline in color. In the evening, transfer to the airport for your flight back to Buenos Aires. 
B: Hotel L: western D: western Accommodation: HILTON BS.AS. 5* 

ISi) BUENOS AIRES 
Tour downtown Buenos Aires: Colon Theater (exterior), one of the world's three major theaters, "9 de Julio" Avenue, Independence Monument, Congress Square, May Square, Presidential Palace (Rose Palace), Buenos Aires Leith Cathedral, Antique Street (SAN TELMO), La Boca District (LABOCA), the birthplace of tango, Caminita (CAMINITO), Madero Newport(PUERTO MADERO), the elegant Ladies Bridge In the afternoon, visitPALERMO Park, Rose Garden, RECOLETA Noble District, Noble Cemetery Mrs. Peron's Tomb and Monument, Metal Flower Sculpture. 
B: Hotel L: Chinese D: Chinese Accommodation: HILTON B S.AS. 5*

111) BUENOS AIRES - IGUAZU ��N31tFf !GR

Upon arrival, pick up at the airport and proceed to visit lguazu Falls National Park In Brazil (including tickets).ln the evening, enjoy the South American sing and dance dinner show.Return to Argentina after the end. 
B :  Hotel L: western D: Dinner show 
Accommodation : LOI SUITE IGUAZU 5* 

1111)1GUAZU 
Visit the Parque Nacional lguazu (including tickets), and visit the lguazu Falls consisting of 275 largeand small waterfalls. Wall< along the mountain path by the river, to see the whole waterfall. Therushing river, roaring waterfall, white water mist and looming rainbow are refreshing. Then enter the water trestle and stand in front of the majestic waterfall to enjoy the wonderful mother natural.We will have an expedition through the Devil's Throat waterfalls in a rubber boat 
B: Hotel L: western D :  western Accommodation: LOI SUITE IGUAZU 5* 

mm 

171) IGUAZU - BUENOS AIRES
Take early flight from lguazu to Buenos Aires, after arrival will have Lunch.After lunch, visit San Martin Square, visit the Martyrs Monument of Falklands, the ancient neighborhood of RETIRO, taste the unique cultureand history of the Argentines, and then go to the famous FLORIDAcommercial pedestrian street, linger among the exquisite and elegantshops, buy world famous brand clothing and Argentine local boutiqueproducts and souvenirs, visit the most beautiful bookstore in the world - El Ateneo Grand Splendid. In the evening, will enjoy the world-famous
Argentine tango dinner show. B : Hotel L: western D : D inner show 
Accommodation: HILTON BS.AS. 5* 

1&71) Tiger Island 
After breakfast, drive to Tiger Island TIGRE, a famous scenic spot inBuenos Aires Province, passing through the high-end fashion residentialarea of SAN INISIDRO along the way, enjoying the quiet and beautifulscenery along the LA PLATA River; arriving at Tiger Island TIGRE, take achartered boat and drive to Scattered among tne vacation villas lined with private docks, enjoy the unique scenery of the DELTA Delta in theParana River (RIO PARANA) basin, known as the "Venice of SouthAmerica"; drive to the small island in the river, GATO BLANCO, to havelunch. After lunch, continued to sightseeing in the Parana River. 
B : Hotel L: western D : Chinese 
Accommodation: HILTON BS.AS. 5* 

Buenos Aires - Hometown Have a safe flight. B: Hotel

The tour group fee includes (unless the individual tour group has special instructions on the details page): 
• 5 * Hotel accommodation during fhe tour • Meals and admissions to attractions • Full luxury air-conditioned transportation service • Bilingual tour guide (Mandarin or Cantonese and English) 
Package tour fees do not include: Cancellation and Refund: • Air tickets are not included • Cancellations made 30 days before the departure date will charge 10%. • Tips for tour guide and driver, total $200 • Cancellations between 30 and 15days prior to departure date will charge 50% . • Any visa application fees. • If you cancel the trip 14 doys before departure or do not show up on the day of departure will charge 100% . • Personal expenses, baggage handling charges Itinerary and attractions to visit: The sequence of visits to the scenic spots listed in the itinerary may be adjustedat airports and hotels, and all types of insurance according to the actual situation. 


